The Cast In Rehearsal

Under Milk Wood
by Dylan Thomas

Our second production of the season Under Milk Wood was a credit to our excellent
Cast, Lighting, Sound and Props Departments, but most of all to our Director John
Cunningham, for bringing this stage version of the play to The Garrick. As you can
imagine it is no easy feat to transpose a ‘play for voices’ into a play for The Garrick
stage. Hours of hard work by all concerned brought the village of Llareggub to life and
the overall effect was magical. The GMDF Review by James Schofield highlighted the
sound and lighting effects which included images of the village houses and cobbled
streets.
“Whoever compiled this montage of images throughout the play deserves a huge
congratulations, as this worked so well. The highlight of this montage for me was the
Undertaker’s Clocks, an abstract view into his world and one that stood out in a great
way”

It is a little known fact, that whilst
attending Swansea Grammar School, Dylan
Thomas created a piece for the School
magazine which included a conversation
of Milk Wood stylings, with Mussolini, Wife,
Mr. Pritchard and Mr. Ogmore. Some of its
lines are similar to those that would later be
found in Under Milk Wood. In 1954 it was
commissioned by the BBC as a radio drama
and later adapted for the stage and film.
Dylan Thomas died on 9th November 1953
He is buried at Laugharne

Emma Morris with Craig Harris and the
Undertaker’s clocks

New General Committee Members
As our new season sets in, our hard
working General Committee are meeting
once a month to discuss future plans and
all matters concerning the ongoing
upkeep and use of the theatre. The
position of Chairman changes every three
years and our new Chairman for the next
three years is Janet Leather who has
taken over the task from Jane Murphy.
Pat Hill remains as our very efficient
Secretary, Martin Ashton as Treasurer
and David Tonge as Membership
Secretary. This year we are happy to
welcome three new members to swell
the workforce, Geoff Shindler, Matthew
Sheader, and Emma Ferguson. Each will
bring their own special qualities and
experience to the Committee.

Emma made her debut in Daisy Pulls it Off
and has since appeared in A Damsel In
Distress and more recently in Under Milk
Wood. She has very kindly accepted the
role of Social Secretary and is already
keenly organising our ‘After Show Pizzas’.
Matt has appeared in many productions
at The Garrick including The Imaginary
Invalid, Dandy Dick, The Ghost Train and
Journey’s End.

Matt Sheader in Dandy Dick
Lighting, Sound, Sets - Help Wanted !

Emma Ferguson in
A Damsel In Distress

Are you a budding Lighting and Sound person or
have an artistic flare and an eye for building stage
sets? If so, are you interested in becoming part of
our Technical Team? Peter Hill and Phil Cohen
would welcome an extra pair of hands in the
lighting and sound box and Martin Ashton in
building the sets. Experience is not essential as all
training will be given by our ‘Tech Team’. If you
would like to get involved, gain experience in any of
these areas and become part of The Garrick
Technical Team, please contact Peter, Phil or
Martin via our website: www.whitefieldgarrick.org

Gallery
During the run of Under Milk Wood , we welcomed two talented local artists to exhibit
the beautiful paintings and ink drawings adorning the walls in our bar and seating
area. Mac Rich and our Chairman Janet Leather have both exhibited here before
very successfully and their work is a welcome addition to our theatre space.

If you would like to exhibit your artwork in our bar area, please contact
Martin Ashton on 0161 766 3344

Madame Rubinstein
The glamorous skylines of Manhattan in
the 1950’s was the setting for our
September play Madam Rubenstein. The
rivalry between Helena Rubenstein and
Elizabeth Arden has been well
documented and John Misto’s play
brought these two high powered
women together on stage. The two
women never actually met in real life
but this play stretched the imagination.
Director Geoff Shindler chose wisely in
casting Stacey Friedman as Helena
Rubenstein, Samantha Taylor as
Elizabeth Arden and Matt Owen as
Patrick. Adjudicator Ian Taylor wrote in
his summing up of the play,

“Here at Whitefield, you have managed
to create an evocative representation of a
time and place and have found a director
and a cast that could effectively add flesh
to those bones and breathe life and soul
into it all. Congratulations”.

New Season 2020/2021
Our play selection committee, John O’Connell, Andrew Close, Julie Cunningham and
Pat Hill have been ‘under wraps’ reading and selecting plays for the 2020/21 season. All
of the plays chosen will shortly be announced and we can promise you an exciting and
interesting group of plays. The announcement will be made at our Directors’ Evening
early in the New Year, but just to give you a flavour of things to come, here is a trip
down memory lane taken from our Archives:

Dangerous Corner - February 1983

*Recognise Anyone?*

J. B. Priestley is the author of Dangerous Corner, one of the plays chosen for 2020/21.
In the theatre J.B. Priestley was best known for his ‘Time Plays’, such as Dangerous
Corner, Time and The Conways and I Have Been Here Before. Dangerous Corner,
Priestley’s first solo effort for the theatre, was written in only one week to prove that a
novelist could write a play. He demonstrated a talent for developing the interesting
characters and intriguing situations required for suspense
drama and added a unique time twist that resulted in the
play’s continuing success.

OBITUARY—Michael Tatman
We were sad to learn that Michael and Elizabeth Tatman passed away within a few
months of each other. Elizabeth was well known in the community because of her
work with the Rotary Club of Great Britain, but Michael was a well known figure at
Whitefield Garrick and over the years played many different roles, including A View
From The Bridge 1998, For Services Rendered 1997, Relative Values 1997, and in 1998,
when members of the Garrick travelled to Schorndorf on an exchange trip he was part
of the cast of I Spy. He was always a great team player and genuinely supportive to
other actors. He will be sadly missed and remembered by all who knew him as a very
popular, courteous and very gentle man.

‘Charley’s Aunt’
1994

‘For Services Rendered’ 1997

‘I Spy’
Schorndorf 1998

